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Economic Effects of Minimum Wages

• Economic effects of minimum wages and

evidence on minimum wages and employment

• The controversy on ‘conventional wisdom’ versus

micro based ‘revisionist’ approach

• Effect on employment/unemployment has been
central issue in debate about economic effects of
minimum wages.

• Standard textbook model of labour demand
produces one of the clearest predictions in labour
economics - minimum wages price workers out of
jobs by forcing employers up their labour demand
curve.



Standard Textbook Model



Standard Textbook Model

• Basic model rests upon several assumptions:
complete coverage; homogeneous labour;
competitive labour market; short run and long run
impact the same.

• Clear prediction: the minimum wage increase
results in reduced employment - the proportional
reduction in employment (lnEm - lnE0) equals the
proportionate wage increase (lnWm - lnW0) times
the elasticity of demand η.

• Can develop more sophisticated models, but with
assumption of perfect competition produce same
qualitative predictions.



Evidence from D-i-D estimator

• What is best conceptual way to evaluate economic

effect of minimum wage?

• ‘Before and after’ micro work more closely

approximates the theoretical approaches that talk

about labour markets with and without minimum

wage floors – sometimes referred to as

‘revisionist’ approach.

• Most famous piece is Card and Krueger’s (1994)

New Jersey / Pennsylvania comparison



New Jersey/Pennsylvania 

Comparison

(Card and Krueger, 1994)

• Can be viewed as case study of fast food industry.

• Surveyed fast food restaurants in New Jersey and

Pennsylvania in February-March and November-

December 1992.

• In April 1992 the New Jersey minimum wage

went up from the federal minimum level of $4.25

to $5.05 but the minimum in Pennsylvania

remained at $4.25.



New Jersey/Pennsylvania 

Comparison (Continued)

• Two treatment versus control ‘experiments’:

a) T = New Jersey restaurants,

C = Pennsylvania restaurants

b) T = low wage New Jersey restaurants,

C = high wage New Jersey restaurants





New Jersey/Pennsylvania 

Comparison (Continued)
• Results:

i) Substantial impact on wage structure: February
1992 – 33 percent of NJ and 34 percent of Penn
restaurants had starting wage $4.25; November
1992 – 90 percent of NJ restaurants had starting
wage $5.05 and 30 percent of Penn restaurants had
starting wage $4.25.

ii) But no negative effect on employment (if
anything positive)



Identification of Employment 

Effects

ΔEi = a + bXi + cNJi + ei

ΔEi = a’ + b’Xi + c’GAPi + e’i

Where GAP = 0 for P stores and NJ stores 
with W1i ≥ $5.05 and = (5.05 - W1i) / W1i

for other NJ stores/



New Jersey/Pennsylvania Comparison (Cont.)



Employment Models



Summary

Economics of minimum wages is interesting
area to illustrate:

i) How basic first order principles of economics 
can be evaluated.

ii) How economics can link closely to issues of 
public policy.

iii) How evidence based policy formation can be 
useful.


